Determination of accuracy of multi implant impressions: A journey through time
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Abstract

Introduction: Passive fit is one of the major concerns in implant dentistry as it contributes to the long-term success of the implant treatment. Accurate implant impressions are important for the achievement of passive fit of an implant prosthesis. There is inconclusive evidence on the techniques and types of materials used for making multi-unit implant impressions. In the present article the various parameters affecting the accuracy of implant impression along with impression material and technique are reviewed.

Objective: To evaluate the scientific data related to different aspects of multi-unit implant impression accuracy and draw useful conclusions from the review for application in clinical practice.

Materials and Methods: Studies from 1990 to 2017 were evaluated. Papers examining implant impression accuracy for two or more implants were selected for review. Case reports, technique articles, and incomplete studies were excluded. Fifty-nine studies were selected for evaluation, three among them clinical and the rest in vitro.

Results: Fifteen studies compared polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) and polyether (PE) 11 found no differences between the two materials in terms of impression accuracy. Thirty studies analyzed the splint effect 13 found splinting better and 13 others elicited no differences between splinting and non-splinting. Among the 25 studies examining pickup and transfer impression techniques, 12 favored pickup over transfer and 11 found no differences between the two. Twelve studies assessed effects of various angles of implants and found significant differences in accuracy for 20 to 25-degree angle and no differences for 5 to 15-degree angle for most studies, except two.

Conclusion: PVS and PE were the preferred impression materials for multi-unit implant impressions. The evidence on splinting was inconclusive and the data supporting splint to non-splint were neutral. Pickup was the better performing technique than transfer, especially with increased number of implants. Implant angle of 20 to 25 degrees negatively affected the multi-unit implant impression accuracy.
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Introduction

Dental Implants have brought revolutionary changes in the treatment of patients with few and completely missing teeth. Implants are different from natural teeth as osseointegrated implants have no periodontal ligament to compensate for any accuracy. Accurate multi-unit implant impression making is a challenging procedure in implant dentistry due to several reasons. It is in the best interests of the clinician to aim for a restoration with the least misfit, following the best known methods of fabrication and evaluation of the prosthesis before delivery. Though numerous research reports evaluating the factors affecting implant impression accuracy have been published in recent decades, extensive reviews on the subject have generally been rare. The latest works need close examination for assessment of their value and implications on the current clinical practice. An updated review is therefore warranted to factor in the current developments, reflect the most recent findings relevant to the topic and reconstitute the recommendations, if necessary. At present, various implant impression techniques, such as splinting of implants, pickup, and transfer techniques and different impression materials, like polyether, vinyl polysiloxane (VPS) and polysulfide have been introduced and investigated for accuracy. Other factors related to the accuracy of the implant impression, including the implant angle or depth of implants are also included. However, the results are not always consistent, and various studies reported more accuracy with different impression techniques as well as impression materials.

Materials and Methods

An electronic search was performed from PubMed’s data bases with key words, accuracy of implant impression techniques -in vitro studies, dental reports, and review articles. The years searched were 1990 to 2017.

To select the studies, all obtained reports were reviewed. Titles and abstracts were screened for relevance. The full texts of suitable abstracts were obtained and assessed using the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria:
1. Studies dealing with implant impression accuracy
2. Studies published since 1990 (inclusive).

Exclusion criteria:
1. Case reports or technique articles
2. Only abstracts published in journals or conference proceedings.
3. Studies evaluating single-tooth implant impression accuracy
4. Review articles

Results
Most of the articles selected for analysis were invitro studies. The majority of the studies on multi-unit implant impression accuracy had been published in the last 12 years, with more than half of those papers in the last 3 years, including the three clinical studies.

Impression material: Very few studies have analyzed impression material as a factor influencing multi-unit impression precision. Most studies had utilized polyether, (PE) impression material as a stock standard for playing out the accuracy assessment, including different factors, for example, impression system and angle of implant. Among the 17 studies that studied the impression material contrasts, 15 of them looked at polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) and PE impression materials. One study compared bite registration with PE, and another thought about PVS with irreversible hydrocolloid. Most of the studies have indicated similar precision, with insignificant differences among PVS and PE for multi-implant impressions, however a couple others have reported more accuracy with PVS in contrast with PE, but in some circumstances when the implants were placed subgingivally or were nonparallel with variable impression coping connection lengths. On the other hand, PE has been found to deliver better outcomes, as far as implant cast accuracy than VPS by a few authors. An ongoing clinical examination analyzed the new impression material VSE and observed it to be proportional or better than PE. Irreversible hydrocolloid with supporting was likewise tried and observed to be as exact as PVS with non-splinting in another recent investigations.

Splinting V/s non-splinting: Among all the studies analyzing the multi-unit Implants impression accuracy, the "impacts of splinting versus non-splinting" was the most researched territory, and furthermore the generally questionable. Of the 30 studies analyzed, supported the splinting technique, five supported non-supporting over splinting, and 13 found no significant difference between the supporting and non-splinting procedures with multi-unit Implants impressions. In addition to the simple comparative analysis, no connection was found between the quantity of implant and the splinting strategy (splinting and nonsplint) for edentulous ridge multi-unit impression accuracy. Among studies assessing four to six implants, 11 studies supported contrasting with non-splinting and 11 demonstrated no differences between the two methodologies. Most investigations detailed in the writing used auto polymerizing acrylic resin as the splinting material, ordinarily in mix with dental floss. Preformed bars of auto polymerizing acrylic resin were likewise regularly utilized, related to freshly prepared self-cure resin for splinting purposes. The acrylic resin bars were segmented to proper lengths to traverse the spaces between the impression copings and after that luted to the impression copings with acrylic resin utilizing the bead brushing procedure, with the point of limiting polymerization shrinkage.

One study compared self-cure acrylic resin splinting and metal splinting and found that metal supporting was essentially increasingly precise for an entire curve edentulous circumstance with four implants. Another study compared bite registration silicone sand PE and self-cure acrylic resin splint and found no difference between the three materials. With respect to the two investigations that inspected the composite resin braces, the outcomes were blended. One examination discovered better precision with acrylic resin splints contrasted with the composite resin, and another found the composite resin splint showed preferable accuracy over the non-splinting technique.

Transfer v/s Pickup: Twenty-five studies compared the accuracy among pickup and transfer impression technique. Out of the studies, inferred that pickup impressions were altogether more precise than transfer and demonstrated no significant differences between the two systems. A definite trend was observed, in that the pickup seemed to be better than transfer when there were higher number of implants involved. With regards to the use of impression copings versus abutments, with direct or indirect impressions, the results were mixed.

Digital v/s conventional impressions: Very few studies compared digital multi-unit implant accuracy with conventional impressions. Each of the investigations differed from the other in some respect. 29, 30 and one study 31 was designed to assess completely edentulous arch. Overall, only one study had favorable results with digital impressions compared to conventional, very few studies had performed digital impressions of the abutments directly on the master cast and not at the implant level.

Straight v/s angulated implants: Most examinations researching the impacts of implants angulation on the multi-unit implants impression accuracy had been performed with two implants, aside from a couple of papers which contemplated the impact with three to five implants. Of the 12 thinks about dissected in this audit, one was a clinical pilot study, and the rest had been led in vitro.

Three studies explored the impacts of 25-degree angulation and one investigation up to 20 degrees, and all discovered significant difference in accuracy between experimental casts and master casts.
Splinted direct technique was observed to be the most exact for multi-unit situation with two exceptionally unparallel (20-to 25-degree difference) implants.\textsuperscript{39,52} Ten studies\textsuperscript{8,20,39,57,59,71,72,77-79} evaluated the impact of 5- to 15-degree implants disparity. All examinations, aside from two, found no critical contrasts in accuracy up to angulations of 15 degrees compared with parallel implants. The two studies that were compared at 10 and 15 degrees divergence\textsuperscript{8,72} had been intended to survey four to five implants, though all others that evoked no distinctions had either assessed with two\textsuperscript{20,39,57,59,78,79} or three\textsuperscript{3,77} implants. Consequently a connection was seen between increased number of implants and impression incorrectness notwithstanding for minor angulations.  

**Other factors influencing accuracy:** Regarding the tray type and material, rigid custom trays\textsuperscript{81} or modified metal stock trays\textsuperscript{82} produced more precise impressions in examination with the polycarbonate (plastic) stock trays. On the reuse of impression copings, it has been demonstrated that the impression accuracy is unaffected when copings were reused up to ten times.\textsuperscript{83}

**Discussion**

The present survey paper chose and broke down the important logical works researching the clinical variables influencing multi-unit implants impression accuracy.

The greater part of the surveyed examinations were in vitro and for the most part inspected four clinical variables influencing insert impression making, to be specific impression material, splinting or without splinting, impression system (open tray or closed tray), and angles of implants. On examination of the information, an ongoing increment in the production of articles identified with implants impression precision was noted. The finding might be characteristic of the way that there is extraordinary enthusiasm for this zone of research, and, moreover, with the appearance of new impression systems and materials, more in vitro and clinical investigations are being directed.

**Impression materials:** PVS and PE keep on being the impression materials of decision, in spite of the fact that PE has been the favored material with numerous creators, particularly those surveying multiunit implants impression precision in edentulous ridges.\textsuperscript{10,11,14,16-18,46,50,54,7}

**Splint V/s non-splint:** In the present paper, there were no distinctions found among splinting and nonsplinting, based on the number of studies that examined the effect and supporting either technique. The present evidence on implants impression precision with splinting is mostly founded on auto polymerizing resin as a splinting material used in various ways.\textsuperscript{11-18,46,52,54,57,59,60,65,80} The other materials such as composite resins,\textsuperscript{50,51} bite-registration silicones and PEs\textsuperscript{14} have just been utilized as of late to support, in multiple implant impressions. In the limited studies performed with these materials,\textsuperscript{14,50} the results have been found to be promising. More research is required to substantiate use of these materials on a regular basis. Preformed acrylic resin bars connected to the copings using acrylic resin with or without sectioning and rejoining has been increasingly employed as the preferred splinting technique by many authors in the recent literature.\textsuperscript{12,13,16,17,50,52,54,80} Studies comparing different splinting techniques and materials in terms of impression accuracy are few in number\textsuperscript{14,50,51,80} and more studies are required in the area.  

**Pickup V/s Transfer:** Overall, evaluating the entire data, it seemed that no technique had a distinct advantage over the other, although pickup was the preferred technique with greater number of implants.\textsuperscript{12,13,16,17,50,52,54,80} These studies evaluated abutment level impressions with plastic coping cylinder. Technically, the impressions were pickups as the components were transferred into the set material of the impressions; however as these were performed with a closed tray that still required abutments to be transferred and repositioned into the plastic copings without direct contact with the impression material, they were considered and analyzed as indirect or closed tray techniques in this review.  

**Digital v/s conventional impressions:** The scientific research on the joined utilization of digital impressions with CAD/CAM (computer aided design/computer-assisted manufacture) techniques for the manufacture of multi-unit implant restoration is at a fundamental stage. Very few studies have been accounted for on the utilization of intra oral scanners and laboratory scanners to record 3D dental implant positions utilizing filler bodies or potentially computerized coded abutments. More in-vitro and clinical investigations require to be performed looking at the accuracy of intra oral advanced impressions versus ordinary impressions.

**Implant angulation:** The majority of the studies assessing the impacts of implant angulation had done as such with two implants,\textsuperscript{20,39,52,57,59,78,79} with only three investigations researching the impact on three to five implants.\textsuperscript{71,72,77} More research is required with expanded quantities of implants to loan further clearness to the subject. Evidence has shown that the length of the connection part of the impression coping in internal connection implants could influence the accuracy of the multi-unit implants level impression\textsuperscript{8} as the shortened length offsets the higher removal stress induced by the implant divergence. This possible phenomenon needs to be thoroughly assessed.  

The implants angulations can be further managed through the use of multi-base abutments and abutment level impressions with impression copings.\textsuperscript{12,20,78} Also the advantage is that the abutments aid in eliminating the increased contact area between the impression copings and the internal connection implants, which in turn reduced the deformation of the impression material and movement of the copings during removal and transfer.
Conclusion
Within the limitations of this study, the conclusions based on the literature review are:
1. PVS and PE appear to be the impression materials of choice for multi-unit implants impressions.
2. Pickup impression technique is possibly superior to the exchange procedure for delivering precise impressions, particularly with increased number of implants.
3. Splinting of impression copings did not appear to influence the accuracy of the multi-unit implants impressions.
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